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REMINDING YOU OF YOUR MAGNIFICENCE

z

Award-Winning One-Woman Show z

Don't let her youthful looks and boundless energy fool you! This
Broadway actress presents with over forty-five years of
professional theater and public speaking experience.

“BALANCING ACT - THE MUSICAL”
Wambui says, “This is the
story of how mental illness
stole my life and how I took
my life back!”
"Bahati presented a tour
de force that galvanized
the room."
~~~John Hoglund - BACK
STAGE - New York)

“ . . . the performance was
wonderful. Ms. Bahati
struck a spectacular
balance between
educating and
entertaining . . .”
~~~Dr. Reifler - Chairman,
Department of Psychiatry
& Behavioral Medicine at Wake
Forest University School of
Medicine

In this one-woman musical,
Wambui shares her powerful
story of growing up in
Greensboro, North Carolina
and launching a theatrical
career on Broadway, only to
have her success cut short by
mental illness.
At times hilariously funny and
always relentlessly honest,
Balancing Act presents an
intelligent, informative
portrayal of bipolar mood
disorder and its effects on
Bahati's self-esteem, career,
relationships and day-to-day

Some Past and Present Clients

coping.
From her ordeal, she emerges
with strength and awareness of
an inner power she did not
know she had. Wambui 'reinvents' herself, becomes
healthy, happy, and an
inspiration for others.
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